
Growth Mindset: 
Everyone Can Learn 

Given the Right 
Conditions. 

Conditions 
for Learning 

are 
foundational. 

Assessment For 
Learning 

Culture where 
learners  are 

owners of their 
own thinking.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Conditions for Learning:  To create an A4L 

Culture, careful consideration must be given to 

creating the Conditions for Learning. 

Collaboration (vs. Cooperation):   I know I am 

collaborating if I work interdependently, engage 

others, actively listen, constructively contribute, 

respectfully challenge ideas, and share 

knowledge to build on others’ thinking to arrive 

at a desired goal.  

Responsive Instruction: I know I am providing 

responsive instruction if I am collecting a 

continuum of data (to show progression), 

towards an identified goal and my responses 

are reflective of the learner’s strengths/needs. 

Relationship Building:  I know I am building 

relationships if I engage in communication 

5 Key Assessment for Learning (A4L) Teaching and Learning Strategies 
1.   Clarifying and sharing learning intentions and criteria for success. 
2.   Engineering effective discussions and other learning tasks that elicit 
evidence of learners’ understanding. 
3.   Providing feedback that moves learning forward. 
4.   Activating learners as instructional resources for one another. 
5.   Activating learners as the owners of their own learning. 

                              (Black and Wiliam, 1998) 

Growth Mindset: “Growth mindset is a belief 
system that suggests that one’s intelligence can be 
grown or developed with persistence, effort and a 
focus on learning.”  (Mary Cay Ricci, 2013) 
 
Learners: 

 Believe that everyone can learn (grow 
their brains) given the right conditions.  

 Take responsibility for their learning and 
are self-directed. 

 Welcome challenges as opportunities for 
growth. 

 See mistakes as opportunities for 
learning. 

 Value effort. 

 Understand that even “geniuses” need 
to work hard to develop their potential. 

 Don’t blame others for their struggles 

 Set goals for improvement. 

 Are proud of their work. 

 Engage in authentic self-assessment 
according to grade appropriate 
standards (exemplars). 

 
 

Our Target: Creating a Learner Centered Environment  

*Responsive         *Inclusive      *Promotes the academic, behavioural, cognitive and psychological engagement of all learners     *Reflects learners’ strengths, needs, learning preferences and cultural perspectives  

 

 Conditions for Learning (C4L):  To create an A4L 

culture, careful consideration must be given to the 

C4L.   

Our C4L includes: 

Foundational Principles to be Developed in the 

Environment 

 

Foundational Principles to be Developed in the Learner 

 

Collaboration (vs. Cooperation):   I know I am 

collaborating if I work interdependently, engage others, 

actively listen, constructively contribute, respectfully 

challenge ideas, and share knowledge to build on others’ 

thinking to arrive at a desired goal.  

Responsive Instruction: I know I am providing responsive 

instruction if I am collecting a continuum of data (to show 

progression), towards an identified goal and my responses 

are reflective of the learner’s strengths/needs. 

Relationship Building:  I know I am building relationships 

if I engage in communication (active listening & 

responding) to build trust and respect and provide others 

with the opportunity to share and reflect. 

Risk Taking: I know I am taking risks when I engage in 

tasks with the desire/intention to further my learning, 

seeing errors as opportunities and taking initiative to 

investigate new topics and ideas. 
Note that the cogs are not only driving each other but that that there is much 

overlap between the three. 



 
We are well on our way to creating a school district that is learner centered. There is a strong awareness of the need to foster this environment.  Our work this year is to move the theoretical 
into the practical; to embed our understanding of the learner centered environment into our daily practice – to make it automatic…or a way of being.    
 
We believe that there is need to fully understand our mindsets, as learners.  To do this, we need to engage in our own personal self-reflections against indicators of a growth mindset. For our 
student learners, there is a need to explicitly teach what it means to have a growth mindset, and to foster this type of thinking in our schools. Upon analysis of our Conditions for Learning and 
the Foundational Principles to be Developed in the Learner and in the Environment, our Growth Mindset Criteria and the Assessment for Learning Culture, what is clear is that there is 
significant overlap.  A growth mindset is embedded into, and perhaps foundational to, our Conditions for Learning. Our Conditions for Learning are critical to have in place for the Assessment 
for Learning strategies to be fully implemented and impactful.   Thus, while this work is complex, growth in any area will likely impact the others.   
 


